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The Role of Costumes in a Show 
Costuming is the closest thing to acting. Costumes help to tell the playwright’s story as much as the 
actors do. As a costumer, you are dressing “characters in a story” not just actors. Costumes should 
blend seamlessly into the storyline. They should enhance each characters’ role in the storyline. A 
character’s costume should illustrate the relationships that character has with all the other characters 
on stage.  Costumes should add to the overall look of the play/musical’s scenery, set design, set 
decoration and color scheme. Here at TWS, we believe that the costumer is as important to the 
success of a production as the actors portraying the characters or the props they use.  To be a good 
costumer, there is a series of work that needs to be done before you ever start to think about what a 
character will wear. 
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Getting Started 
Following is a little like a “how to” for beginning costumers or a refresher to those of you who have 
done costumes at other venues.  Some of it is just common sense and the rest is a real list of how to 
begin and follow through to the final performance. 
 

1. Read the play 
2. Determine the time frame of the play, i.e. present day, the 1980’s, 1970’s or period piece, etc. 
3. Identify the seasons the play goes through, or days/weeks/months of a year or more years 
4. Identify all the characters and how they relate to each other 
5. Contact the director and listen to his/her vision of the play and characters 

 
After talking to the director, you can begin the first part of the Design of a production…hopefully, 
before the Pre-Production Meeting which is usually scheduled six-eight weeks prior to Opening Night.  
The director’s thoughts and ideas can lead you into a costume theme and/or color scheme for the 
production. This will allow you to start putting together ideas to be shown and discussed at the Pre-
Production Meeting with the other Crew Chairs…such as Set Design, Set Decoration, Hair & Make-Up, 
Lights, etc. If at all possible, bring samples, drawings or pictures of your ideas about costumes for 
each character’s look (or at least the main characters). It is very important that ALL crews work 
together to bring about how the production will look and feel and that the totality of this work 
corresponds to the director’s vision of the production. The Pre-Production Meeting should make sure 
that this synergy is reached moving forward to the production’s execution. 
 
Prepare a costume plot for each character, outlining each character’s entrances and exits throughout 
the play. We’ve included a sample costume plot to use or modify as you see fit.  We’ve also included 
a sample size chart which you can also modify for your use.   
 
Please contact the director and learn when/where you can get the cast’s measurements.  Make sure 
the director approves your taking these measurements during rehearsals, knowing that you are 
interrupting his/her time with the actors. If you can’t take measurements during, before or after a 
rehearsal, then you will have to get the necessary sizes outside of rehearsal time.  We’ve included a 
sample size chart, again to modify as you need, which should be filled out for each actor.  Then you 
can take whatever additional measurements as needed or modify what the actor has originally given 
you. You can also send an email to each cast member asking him or her for their street sizes (the size 
they wear in every day clothing) for the different pieces they might need in the show (e.g., jacket or 
slacks or shirt or skirt or shoes). Realize that these might not be completely accurate, but it can give 
you a starting point for pulling pieces from the costume cage. 
 
Consult with the Hair & MakeUp Chair as you bring together your thoughts on costumes to make sure 
they work well with hair and makeup. This is particularly important when dealing with a period 
piece…whether that period is 1700 or 1800 or 1930 or 1940, etc. 
 
Make sure your director gives his/her final approval on the costumes or costume-types and colors on 
your costume plot BEFORE you start pulling costumes.  This will save you a great deal of time and 
energy.  You may find that the director will initially say that he/she is leaving all that up to you.  Just 
be prepared that he/she might make changes when they see everything together at the Designer Run 
or Costume Parade. 



Sample Costume Plot 

 



 
 
  



Sample Size Chart 

 
 



Acquiring Costumes 
After your Costume Plot has been discussed and approved by the director, actually putting all the 
costumes for a play/musical together might utilize different sources. Your first source is TWS’ very 
extensive costume cage.  This area is under the care of our Costume Technician, Danna Durkin, and 
she should be consulted as to where in the cage costumes you may want to use are located.  For 
your convenience, we have attached a very detailed layout of our costume cage, along with photos 
that will show you how it has been organized. It is important to review this because at the end of a 
production (Strike), we will expect you and your crew to return costume items to the places from 
which you pulled them. 
 
Before you start looking into the costume cage, you will need to know the sizes of your entire cast. At 
the Pre-Production Meeting, you would have been provided the names of each actor, their character 
name and how to contact them, i.e. home phone, cell and email, along with the contact information 
of everyone who is working on the production. In addition, you would also have received a list of the 
Production’s Critical Dates, i.e. First Rehearsal date (usually five weeks before Opening Night), 
Publicity Picture Date (usually four weeks prior to Opening Night) and the Designer Run date (usually 
two weeks prior to Opening Night), etc.  Finally, you would also have been given keys to the costume 
cage and your costume budget for the production. 
  
As soon as possible after the Pre-Production Meeting, you should contact your cast and gain their size 
information and make sure they send it to you so that you have it by the first rehearsal. You should 
then attend the first rehearsal and: 

1. Discuss with the director how to best handle costume fittings during the rehearsal 
period, i.e. before, during or after the rehearsal. If the director does not want you 
to take his actors away, even for a short period of time, it will be up to you and 
the actor to set appropriate times to have these fittings, if necessary.  

2. Double check the actor’s “street sizes” he/she provided with “reality” so that you 
don’t waste any of your time looking for costumes that have to be dramatically 
altered because the size was wrong.  

 
After you’ve thoroughly checked our costume cage for the costume items you need or can be altered/ 
adjusted to fit an actor, you may find that you still require costumes. Then you will have to check 
outside sources to gain these costumes, or ones that can be altered/adjusted to meet your need. 
There are various sources for you to check: 

o The actor’s own wardrobe, if play is set in the present day, 
o Rental Companies, such as All Dressed Up in Batavia and Lost Eras in Chicago, 
o Patti Roeder and/or Danna Durkin. Both of these TWS Active that have their own 

private sources 
o eBay, and other internet sites, such as Amazon, Etsy 
o You can also find interesting and useful costume pieces from secondhand stores, such 

as the Salvation Army, Goodwill and various local resale stores. 
 
If you are not a stitcher ("Stitcher" is the term commonly used in theater for those who do costume 

alterations and construction.) and need items altered or adjusted or even “built” from scratch, TWS 

has several TWS Actives that can help.  They are: 
  
Patti Roeder, Arlene Bibbs, Lori D’Asta, Carolyn Redding, Margaret Nikoleit and Martha Niles who has 
an extensive library of costume books that can be read for costume info.  
 
Most people can handle hemming, putting on buttons, taking buttons off, etc. 



 
As you are in the process of gathering and producing the costumes to be used, you should keep 
these costumes in Mase Place (if available), which is next to the Lauren Wilson Room and the 
Costume Cage. Please remember to put a large label (costumers’ names, phone numbers, and the 
name of the show) on any racks or boxes of costumes that you have set aside.  This is necessary 
because you will no doubt be working on a production while another adult or CTWS production is in 
performance.  If Mase Place is not available, you will need to inquire to the Production Assistant 
where it is best to store pulled costuming. It is also very important to keep an accurate record of 
where and/or from whom you received each costume used. We are attaching a sample costume 
responsibility/return sheet.  



Sample Costume Responsibility/Return Sheet 

  



 
 
 

TWS’ Costume Cage 
 

The TWS costume cage is located on the lower level of the theatre and contains a large number of 
costume pieces owned by the theatre.  The following pages show a floor plan of the costume cage, a 
table listing the contents of the cage and photos of the costume cage. 



 



 

 



 
 
 



 
 
This photo looks into the costume cage and shows on the left bottom rack men’s tuxedos including 
jackets, pants and towards the back of this rack are cut aways, tails and mourning coats (some very 
vintage).  At the very back of this rack are hung men’s leather jackets.  The rack above this has 
men’s sports coats hung by color groups.  The right side bottom rack contains men’s suits in color 
groups.  Towards the back of this rack are suit jackets without slacks and directly behind that are 
men’s vests of a suit nature.  The upper right side rack contains from front to back:  Men’s 
slacks/trousers in color groups, men’s smoking jackets and women’s blazers by color (other women’s 
blazers in reds, pinks, plums, green are in boxes on top of dress rack behind these racks). There are 
three aisles leading back into the cage from left to right as you face the room, the first aisle on the 
left is very narrow. The second aisle is between the suits and the third aisle is lined on the right by 
shelves that hold boxes filled with costumes. 
 
There is a rack that runs parallel to the left of the tuxedoes and it contains from front to back:  
Women’s coats, Men’s coats in color groups (shorts men’s jackets at the back of this rack). 
 
Along the left wall are upper and lower racks.  The front area of this rack contains women’s long and 
short furs.  The back portion holds capes of many sizes and colors.  The best way to get to this area 
is to go in between coats and this rack; there really is no aisle so you will have to do the best to fit 
yourself in between. 
  



 
Below most of the racks in the costume cage are storage tubs. This photo shows the storage tubs on 
either side of aisle 2 below the racks of Tuxes and men’s suits.  



 
Just inside the cage looking to the left are boxes that hold shoes and boots for both men and women.  
Some tubs on the floor also hold more men’s shoes, boots, both men and women. 
 
  



 

 
Just around the corner to the right of the shoes are these shelves which hold fur capes and stoles. 
  



 

 
 
Here is a look down the right aisle. The shelves and boxes run the entire length of the wall.  They 
contain men’s shirts, vests, sweaters, underwear, XL slacks, police uniform items.  Continuing down 
the aisle is medical costuming, then Shakespeare, Medieval, Chinese, Ethnic and other ethnic items.  
Also the rack going towards the back are socks, scarves, aprons, shawls, etc. 
 



 
 
The labels on the boxes are color coded. The sign above explains the code. 
  



 
Looking down aisle four there are racks of women’s costumes on the right and straight ahead.  The 
rack to the right of this photo from back to front holds:  Graduation/choral gowns, fancy skirts, 
evening dresses overlap from the evening dress rack to the left.  Next coming forward are short 

women’s coats, pants suits, dresses in color groups.  Straight ahead is a double sided rack holding 
women’s evening wear in color groups. On top of this rack are hoop skirts. 
  



 
 
This is a look back down aisle five. The back wall of the costume cage is on the left and contains 
boxes of costumes.  On the right is a line of racks which holds women’s costumes from back to front:  
dresses overlapping from other side of rack, then women’s suits with skirts in color groups.  The back 
wall from left to right as you face it are women’s costuming including some late 1800 items, then 
1910, 1920, 1930, 1940, 1950, 1960 – 1970’s and more recent are hung on the racks.  As you 
continue down the aisle, you will see women’s blouses, sweaters, vests, slips, crinolines, shawls, 
peasant dresses and blouses. Also on the top shelf are wedding dresses, bridesmaid dresses and 
accessories. 
  



 
At the end of aisle five is this cabinet that holds jewelry, and other accessories. 
 
  



 

 
To the left of the jewelry cabinet are two closets holding vintage costumes. One of the closets is 
shown above. 
  



 
Just outside the costume cage is this small storage area.  This rack contains generic uniform coats 
and jackets as well as heavier trousers to use with uniforms.  The shelves above this rack hold some 
shoe items and cleaning supplies, rehearsal skirts, black crew items and above this are some specialty 
hats and hat boxes.  On the floor under this rack is a steamer and basket holding contact paper, pins, 
pens and scissors and paper.  The doorway on the left leads to the stairs, then up to the dressing 
rooms. 
 
  



 

 
In the photo above, the gate to the costume cage is shown on the right. The area in front on the gate 
and on either side of the gate must be kept clear. On the far wall electric equipment can be seen. The 
fire department must have access to this equipment at all times. There is additional electrical 
equipment on the wall directly opposite the gate. 
 
 
 

Mase Place 

Costumes are also stored in Mase Place. The following pages show a floor plan of Mase place, a table 
listing the contents of Mase place and photos of Mase place.  





 

 



 
 

This photo shows shelves in the hallway outside of Mase place.  The view is looking towards 
the Lauren Wilson Room.  The items on the shelf are mainly military items, such as hats and 
accessories.  There are also blankets. 
 
The other rack to the left contains the cleaning items used by our cleaning crew.  Nothing of a 
costume or prop nature should be placed on this shelving unit. 
  



 
This photo shows shelves in the hallway outside of Mase place.  The view is looking towards 
the stairs that lead backstage right.  Stored here is fabric, ribbons, feathers, and other items 
used for sewing. 
  



 
Here are the military and police uniforms that are stored in Mase place. 
  



 
This is a rack of bulky costumes that are stored in Mase place.  These are mostly medieval in 
nature, but also oriental robes and heavier robes. 
  



 
Here is the washing machine in Mase place.  The dryer is in a closet in the hallway that leads 
to the Cattell lobby.  The closet is opposite the handicap washroom. 
  



 
Here is the sewing machine in Mase place.  There is also a sewing machine in the Dressing 
Room. 
  



 
This photo shows fabric stored on shelves in Mase place. 
  



 
These cabinets in Mase place contain sewing notions.  



 
 
 
 

Running The Show 
Once you’ve finished designing and producing the costumes, your next very important duty will be to 
maintain these costumes during the run and gather and schedule a costume crew to work the 
production. 
 
We are enclosing a sample running crew schedule which you can use or modify as you see fit for your 
production.  It is important to start gathering a working crew as soon as you know how many people 
it will take to help dress the actors or help them with quick changes. Each member of your crew 
should watch at least two dress rehearsals of the play/musical so that they will be familiar with the 
production prior to their scheduled crew time. All backstage crew members must wear black. 
Everything, even shoes and socks, must be black.  Crew members will need to be trained so that they 
know how to do any fast changes and how to best prepare costumes that actors use during the run 
of the show. 
 
It is the Costume Chair’s responsibility to identify which of the dressing rooms will be used during 
performances and where each actor will reside during performances. There are three main dressing 
rooms near the Mainstage and Cattell theatres.  Mase Place can also be used as an extra dressing 
room for very large productions or for shows which require multiple changes on Mainstage right. You 
will also have to provide a crew member to be available for each of the dressing rooms used.  The 
simplest of shows will require at least one costumer per dressing room.  That person will make sure 
that all costumes are ready for the show, i.e. iron those that require it, make sure all costumes are 
appropriately placed at each actor’s place, pre-set any costumes that have to be placed on the set or 
near one of the entrances/exits of the set. Crew members must be in the dressing room so that the 
actors can count on immediate repairs to any costumes during a show. If there are many quick 
changes, you might have to schedule two, three or more people per performance based on the 
complexity of the quick changes.   
 
During the run of a show, the costumes must be maintained, i.e. regularly ironed, laundered (use 
either TWS’s washer and dryer or your own, if that is easier). Dry cleaning should be done at the end 
of a production, unless absolutely necessary between the two weekends of the show. Maintenance of 
the costumes will also mean that they are “fabreezed” and/or laundered for each performance. It is, 
therefore, important to be aware of the fabrics that the costumes are made of so they can be 
maintained properly. 
 
Strike of the production is usually right after the last matinee performance, which is on a Sunday.  
All crew heads and their running crews are expected to assist with Strike.  Costume crews are 
responsible for getting all costume pieces out of the dressing rooms and returned to their proper 
storage spaces. All costumes used are to be gathered together, sorted, and sent for cleaning (i.e. 
laundered or dry cleaned), and returned to the costume cage, or rental house, or private individual 
that contributed to the show. For fussy or fragile items, Cinderella Cleaners will pick up and drop 
off at the Theatre.  The cost of this final cleaning process should be part of your costume budget.  So 
when gathering costumes, keep this in mind. 
  



Sample running crew schedule 

 
 



 

If you are interested in working on a costume crew, designing costumes for a show or just want to know more about theatrical costume 
design and production, feel free to contact one of the persons listed below. 

Contacts: 

1. Costume Annual Chair  Arlene Bibbs   ambibbs@aol.com 
2. Costume Technician   Danna Durkin  dannade@comcast.net 

3. Technical Director   Thad Hallstein td@theatrewesternsprings.com 

4. Patti Roeder      patti704@comcast.net 
5. Lori D’Asta      LDDasta@aol.com 
6. Carolyn Redding      carolynwardrobecoach@gmail.com 

7. Margaret Nikoleit     mnikoleit@usa.net 
8. Martha Niles      mniles@marthaniles.com      
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